Transforming the Mission
UK Sovereign High Assurance cloud services designed for our nation’s
most sensitive and mission critical systems.

UKCloudX exclusively serves the community of
Defence, Intelligence, Security and Law Enforcement
agencies in the UK with a shared mission to keep our
nation safe by developing our national capability and
enhancing our collective productivity and efficiency.
We provide UK owned-and-operated multicloud services that deliver unparalleled choice of
technology and deployment, choice of assurance
levels (including higher classification) and secure
connectivity options and expert support throughout
your entire project lifecycle.
We are experts in helping organisations in secure and
regulated environments benefit from the cloud. But
we also understand the reality of diverse technical
requirements, challenges with interoperability with
existing systems and your need for access to skilled
and experienced experts that can help you extract
the real value of new technology.

“We believe there is a benefit in modernising the systems and platforms that are used
to support requirements that are classified above ‘OFFICIAL’”, said Danny Wootton, ISS
Hd Innovation, UK Ministry of Defence. “I fully support the intent of bringing the agility,
cost-effectiveness and rich functionality of a High Assurance cloud platform to projects
operating at higher classification levels.”

Together
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national
security
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Our alliance partners bring proven capabilities that are integral to the UKCloudX platform
and enhance the ability for you to achieve maximum value from it.

Solution providers
UKCloudX powers a growing community of solution providers that are focused entirely on helping you achieve
your mission. They harness our capabilities to deliver outcome-based solutions from specialist SaaS applications to
the largest BPO.

Technology partners
Our technology partners deliver best in class innovative solutions that serve to provide higher assurance to
our customers, whilst being non-exclusive to UKCloudX so you avoid lock-in.

“We believe UKCloudX will add an extra
dimension to the highly secure solutions
that we deliver to the Defence and
National Security sector”
Matt Franklin, CEO at Roc.

“We welcome UKCloudX’s
investment in delivering
the UK’s first High
Assurance cloud
platform from within
our datacentre facilities.
Our dedicated campus
approach delivers security
without compromise”
Huw Owen, CEO at Ark
Data Centres

We keep our nation safe and help Defence
& National Security organisations to:
Innovate through experimentation
	Drive new insights through secure collaboration
	Drive cohesion through more effective
and efficient IT services.
Solve complex and sensitive challenges
	Transform the mission by turning user needs
into deliverables at scale.
	Deliver critical systems within our UK sovereign
platform, adjacent to Crown Hosting with security
cleared staff
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